Use of Nd:YAG laser to treat a primary iris stromal cyst in an adult: a case report
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ABSTRACT
We report the case of a 62-year-old patient with primary iris stromal cyst that was treated with laser. A female patient presented with a complaint of foreign body sensation and decreased visual acuity in the left eye for last 2 months. Ophthalmologic and additional examinations showed a cystic lesion exhibiting features compatible with a primary iris stromal cyst. The treatment of choice was neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser with low parameters, leading to regression of the cystic contents and improvement of visual acuity and symptoms. No complications were observed during 6 months of follow-up. The literature does not describe the specific laser therapy for stromal cysts, but this mode of treatment is an alternative to manage this condition. Further prospective studies with a greater number of cases to assess potential benefits and side effects are necessary.

RESUMO

RESUMEN
Se relata un caso de quiste estromal de iris primario tratado con láser en paciente de 62 años. Paciente del sexo femenino con quejas de sensación de cuerpo extraño y disminución de la acuidad visual en ojo izquierdo, con evolución de dos meses. El análisis oftalmológico y complementar demostró lesión quística compatible con quisto estromal de iris primario. El tratamiento elegido fue con láser tipo Neodimio:Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet con bajos parámetros, evolucionando con regresión del contenido quístico, mejora de la acuidad visual y de los síntomas. No se observaron complicaciones en seis meses de seguimiento. La literatura no revela descripción terapéutica con laserterapia específica para quistes del tipo estromal, siendo este modo de tratamiento una opción en el manejo de la patologia. Se hacen necesarios estudios prospectivos y con mayor número de casos para evaluar los potenciales beneficios y efectos colaterales.
INTRODUCTION

Primary iris stromal cysts are uncommon, and clinical management and long-term prognosis of these cysts regarding surgical or conservative approaches need to be investigated, as there is lack of consensus on them. These cysts are defined as structures that emerge within the iris stroma, anteriorly to the iris pigment epithelium, in eyes with no history of surgery or trauma. They are usually unilateral and single, adhering to the epithelium and exhibiting progressive growth. They have a characteristic clinical appearance with smooth surface, are positive to transillumination, and occasionally present with fluid with suspended particles.

Cystic lesions of the iris represent 21% of all iris tumors and are divided into two broad categories: stromal cysts and pigment epithelial cysts. Stromal tumors developing after surgery or trauma in patients aged >60 years have a prevalence of 11%6; however, their spontaneous occurrence, as observed in the present case, is rare. In the literature, cases have been reported in which pigment epithelial cysts were treated with laser therapy using low parameters, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no specific therapeutic description for stromal cysts using this method.

Ultrasonic biomicroscopy is essential for the diagnosis of iris cysts and their differentiation from other anterior-segment lesions that can simulate melanoma and solid tumors. Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser emerges as an alternative treatment to manage iris cystic tumors.

CASE REPORT

A 62-year-old female patient sought an ophthalmologist due to complaints of foreign body sensation, ocular hyperemia, and mild visual turbidity in her left eye (OS), with no complaints in the right eye (OD). She had no history of surgery or trauma in either eye and had a diagnosis of systemic arterial hypertension, which was being monitored by a cardiologist and was under control. Her best corrected visual acuity was 1.0 logMAR in the OD and 0.9 logMAR in the OS. The examination findings of the anterior segment of the right eye were unremarkable, but the left eye showed a single and exuberant iris cyst positive to transillumination, measuring 5.5mm in vertical diameter and 3.0mm in horizontal diameter, with peripheral insertion, and affecting the temporal third of the left eye (Figure 1).

Specular microscopy of the left eye showed no significant changes in cellularity and cell morphism. The OS daily curve of intraocular pressure showed a mean pressure of 10.2mmHg, with a maximum variation of 2mmHg. Computerized camptometry showed no scotoma defects. Ophthalmoscopy of the posterior pole showed no changes in the macular region, optic nerve, and peripheral retina.

Anterior chamber tomography (Pentacam®, Oculus, Germany) was performed for the left eye, highlighting the cystic features of the lesion and absence of intralesional tumoring (Figure 2).
Ultrasound biomicroscopy revealed the cystic nature of the lesion and showed particles suspended in its content, which moved in the intralesional space during the dynamic examination (Figure 3).

The patient underwent a single session with a 532-nanometer (nm) Nd:YAG laser (Iridex Corporation, Mountain View, California, United States of America) to rupture the edge of the lesion (cystotomy) and drain its contents. The parameters used were low in comparison with the ones reported in the literature for argon laser photocoagulation. To disrupt the iris stroma, two 280-mW shots were performed for 0.2s, aiming at a 50-μm target located in the lower part of the cyst. One drop of 0.2% brimonidine was administered 30 min before the procedure. The patient’s condition improved without any immediate postoperative complications or intraocular pressure changes. She was evaluated weekly during the first month. Thirty days postoperatively, she reported improvement in ocular discomfort, and her left eye visual acuity had improved from logMAR 0.79 to logMAR 1.00. At the end of the sixth month of follow-up, the patient presented no symptoms of discomfort or foreign body sensation and maintained a visual acuity of logMAR 1.00. Figure 4 shows the appearance of the anterior chamber 6 months after photocoagulation, with a partial reduction in cystic volume and a slight increase in pupillary diameter in the temporal region.

DISCUSSION

Iris cysts can be classified into primary or secondary, and cystic lesions arise from the pigment epithelium of the iris or from the tissue stroma1,2. Stromal cysts represent only 11% of primary cysts, and they may be congenital or acquired6. The accumulated experience on the treatment of this condition is mostly based on case reports or small case series3,5,10-12. Most cases of acquired iris cysts are reported in children and young adults aged up to 40 years, accounting for 65% of cases6. Primary iris stromal cysts normally remain stable in adults, but exhibit a tendency for growth and visual axis impairment in children13. No predilection for either sex has been described9,12, and the typical involvement is unilateral, with a single cystic lesion affecting mainly the lower and temporal regions of the iris1.

Stromal cysts have a characteristic clinical appearance with smooth surface, are positive to transillumination, and occasionally present with fluid with suspended particles14,15. The lesion can gradually grow and rupture, leading to a secondary clinical picture of iritis, photophobia, pain, and increased intraocular pressure. This feature should be especially paid attention to in newborns, in whom cysts can manifest within the first weeks of life, causing photophobia and buphthalmos16.

Although the pathogenesis of these cysts remains controversial, most of them result from a separation
of the epithelial layers of the iris; however, the spontaneous cyst observed in the present case arose from trapped superficial ectodermal cells within the stroma, suggesting an embryological origin and its consequent classification as a primary stromal iris cyst. Paridaens et al. reported high-molecular-weight keratin and absence of S100 proteins using mono- and polyclonal antibodies, indicating an ectodermal rather than neuroectodermal surface (Figure 5)17.

Ultrasound biomicroscopy plays an essential role in the diagnosis of iris cysts and their differentiation from other anterior-segment lesions that simulate melanoma and solid tumors. Primary cysts of the iris pigment epithelium and ciliary body are characterized by a thin, regular, smooth wall with medium reflectivity and anechoic content. Iris stromal cysts protrude into the anterior chamber and have a thicker wall18. In a case series with 108 adult patients, in which differential diagnoses for cystic lesions of the anterior segment were analyzed, only one case was identified as a stromal cyst, demonstrating the low frequency of this condition.8

In literature, cases have been reported in which pigment epithelial cysts were treated with laser therapy using low parameters,16 but there is no specific therapeutic description for stromal cysts using this method. The accurate diagnosis of iris cysts and their correct etiological classification are crucial for an intervention that alleviates symptoms and improves visual acuity. Nd:YAG laser emerges as an alternative treatment to manage this condition, and prospective studies with a greater number of cases are needed to assess the potential benefits and side effects of this therapy.
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